
TEACHER’S NOTES

Animal Quiz Board Game

Introduction

In this entertaining animals board game, students practice writing, 
asking and answering animal quiz questions.

Procedure

Tell the students that they are going to play a quiz game about 
animals, but first, they need to create some quiz questions of 
their own to include in the game.

Divide the class into groups of three. Give each group ten blank 
quiz question cards. 

Working together with the people in their group, students create 
ten animal quiz questions (with answers) and write them on the 
cards.

As the students are writing, go around helping as necessary.

When the students have finished, ask them to give their quiz 
questions to another group.

Next, give each group a copy of the game board, a set of quiz 
question cards, counters and a dice.

Ask the students to shuffle all the quiz question cards together 
and place them face-down in a pile on the game board.

The student on the right of the first player picks up a quiz question 
card from the pile and asks the player the question on the card. 

If the player answers the question correctly, they roll the dice and 
move their counter along the board accordingly.

If the player gives a wrong answer, they do not move, and the 
correct answer isn't revealed.

The student asking the question then puts the quiz question card 
back at the bottom of the pile, and the process is repeated with 
the next player and so on.

The first player to reach the finish wins the game.

Activity Type
Speaking Game: writing, 
asking and answering 
quiz questions (group 
work)

Focus
Animals

Aim
To ask and answer 
questions about animals.

Preparation
Make one copy of the 
game board and quiz 
question cards for each 
group of three. Cut the 
cards out as indicated. 
Provide a dice and 
counters for each group.

Also, copy and cut out 
ten blank cards for each 
group.

Level
Pre-intermediate (A2)

Time
35 minutes
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Move 
ahead 4 
spaces

Go back 
3 

spaces

Oh no! Go 
back!

Go 
forward 2 

spaces

Finish!

Miss 
a turn

Go back 
2 

spaces
Start

Quiz question cards
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What black and 
white bird can swim 

but not fly?

Answer: a penguin

What animal has a 
large tail, big feet 

and can hop?

Answer: a kangaroo

Which land animal 
can open its mouth 

the widest?

Answer: a hippo 

What is the fastest 
land animal in the 

world?

Answer: a cheetah

True or false? 
Elephants can jump.

Answer: false

What is the tallest 
animal in the world?

Answer: a giraffe

What colour is a 
giraffe's tongue?

Answer: black

Can dogs see the 
colour red?

Answer: no

How many pairs of 
wings does a bee 

have?

Answer: two

How many legs does 
a spider have?

Answer: eight

What animal has 
four legs, eats grass 

and makes milk? 

Answer: a cow

What is the largest 
type of 'big cat' in 

the world?

Answer: a tiger

How many legs does 
an octopus have?

Answer: eight

What is a rhino's 
horn made of?

Answer: hair

What is the largest 
land animal? 

Answer: an elephant

Do camels store 
water in their 

humps?

Answer: No, they 
store fat.

Which animal is 
smarter, a pig or a 

dog?

Answer: a pig

True or False?
Owls can't move 

their eyes.

Answer: true

True or false? 
Penguins don't have 

teeth.

Answer: true

True or false? 
Goldfish do not have 

stomachs.

Answer: true

Does a zebra have 
spots or stripes?

Answer: stripes

What colour is 
octopus blood?

Answer: blue

How many legs does 
a butterfly have? 

Answer: six

What is the biggest 
animal in the world?

Answer: a blue whale

What food do 
pandas eat?

Answer: bamboo

What do tadpoles 
change into?

Answer: frogs

True or false? Goats 
cannot swim.

Answer: false

Can fish close their 
eyes?

Answer: no
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